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Hello and welcome into the Omega
Communications Portal.
As usual, I ask you to allow yourself the time to
devote to this inner journey and to experience the
energy given with the message and to allow yourself
to let go of any expectations about this inner journey
which may limit your reception of the energy and
information. I do ask you to identify yourself as a
light being, and thus we can travel together and
assemble in the receiving area space within the
Station of Light, just to transit between the feeling of
the Earth body and the conscious mind and into this
space where you expand your consciousness.
Already you are receiving some energy or
information, even though the Beings have not come
forward to address you individually here. By placing
yourself into this space, you place yourself within
the flow of energy, or the sphere of energy that
surrounds you here. So, we begin.

“Welcome, indeed, Beloved. As a great group here,
we draw you into this plane of consciousness. Many
of you visit here as you pursue your individual
linkages and as you sometimes focus within this
space before you enter into the state known as
sleep. It is readily available, readily accessible when
you focus within it, with the intention of renewing
yourself in some way, of uplifting some space or
place, or just to strengthen your core energy
systems. There are other purposes of course.
These are the simple ones that you can use to
manifest your presence here in this Station.
We are always observing you and interested in how
you respond to the flows of energy which Éarth itself
is being exposed to and we also observe how you
respond to the pressures in the current civilisation
that are upon you. Some of those pressures and
demands do not seem to relate to the supportive life
in this state of consciousness here. When you
remove yourself from reaction, you identify with this
state of consciousness and you can indeed bring
forth answers, you can bring forth understanding
and realisation about the influences that are around
you in the civilisation.
Drawing you away from that – because you will be
consciously thinking about that with these words –
we now accompany you and assemble you into the
central communication chamber, with the groups
gathered here, with the Councils assembled here.
The Councils are also moving to establish greater
levels of communication with many of the Beings
upon Earth planet. Therefore, some of you may
have been experiencing receiving communication,
speaking of other worlds, speaking of alternate
realities that you are well known within, and perhaps
speaking about opportunities coming to you to
maintain your presence to a greater degree in the
civilisation and in the energy matrix field of the city
of light, crystallisation appearance. We are using
unfamiliar terms at this time as we are working to
convey to you the concepts of those existences.

Many times, you have moved within that energy
sphere generally known as the city of light. Many
times, you have grown accustomed to sensing how
you are active within those areas. In presenting this
to you again, be aware that the higher aspect of you
is drawing you forward into the activation.
Resulting from this, you will be experiencing
connections in different aspects of your light body
system here already, and already you may be
experiencing some shifts or sensations in your
physicality. This is the way that we present much of
the changing energy frequencies to you, because
as you experience it simultaneously with the
deliverance of this energy message, you are
adapting to what is being presented to you. You are
assimilating the energy and within that energy can
be typical strategies for you to follow in different
scenarios occurring around you each on the planet
system. You constantly refine the way you live and
the way you respond, and in many circumstances
you are needed to help certain areas of the
civilisation to evolve. By bringing your awareness
within your presence into any meeting, into any
report you are reading, there is an influence spread
out to those who are instigating change and
therefore they are offered the opportunity to adopt
a higher policy and a higher manifestation way.
Obviously, this can take time to manifest,
depending on what is being prepared already and
in the process involved in manifestation in the way
that your world operates and in the way that people
cooperate with each other and with other groups.
With the concepts clearly envisioned within the
minds of the people who make decisions, then the
forthcoming result will be a movement toward the
evolution of this manifestation of this city of light
civilisation. You are all contributing in many ways,
individually.
You will be aware of feeling very strong in this
presentation to you and perhaps you will be
observing that the energy matrix around you
physically is changing and is being enlivened.

In perceiving it through your multi-dimensional
perception, that is how you will see the activation
points and the energy flowing through different
channels around you.
This preparation work, and of course you are
experiencing it now, will bring you into different
meeting areas within the Station primarily for you to
connect with other aspects of life here and using
aspects of life in the Station as a passageway into
the crystalline city and some of the activation portals
into it. The portals which will become available for
entry throughout many areas on the planet are
being connected into the vibration of individual
beings. If you are resonating already with some of
those areas, then you will find that you can move
through the portals without coming through this
Station into those cities.
Take all of this into you and maintain the sense of
purposefulness and of proceeding with the overall
plan and connected network as part of this process
that you are engaged within.
We take you deeper in this short space of
experience to allow you again to move into a deep
connection with Source Energy. You are held
suspended and supported in this state. The energy
that you were functioning as in the origination
station of you each is included in what you are
receiving. You may experience memory sensations,
visionary perception perhaps, if that is necessary for
you to re-engage that into your current life pattern.
Because each life pattern has its own particular
energy and layers of construction in the energy
matrix field, then there is the continual adjustment
to allow you to bring in the appropriate energy to the
present.
You are doing this now, so we draw you back to the
communication chamber from that deep connection
to Source Energy – and this was all necessary for
you in the present journey you have and in the
present part of that journey.

We also want you to know that there are
representatives from many other galaxies coming
forward and initially they enter within this Station
and some of them can be directed to communicate
individually with you. There may be some of them
appearing to you in your visions and senses. There
is the commitment to uphold the universal support
between all who work in this way in this Station for
Earth and the Beings here. You may certainly
question who appears to you, question their
intentions and they are required to be open with all
of that. If you do sense any such Beings, it will be
because it is the time for you to connect and
communicate.
There is movement occurring in areas within the
planet and thus you will be feeling some of that
energy. Also, you will feel you are being aligned and
parts of your energy form, as it relates to your
physicality, will be undergoing balancing throughout
you. Balancing also through different time
experiences. Balancing also between different
locations where you have been, or are still existing.
It is part of the connected energy matrix of creation.
Bring this all around you now in your light body form
and come back and assemble in the receiving area.
We give this to you with our acknowledgement of
your presence and acceptance of your own purpose

Lani speaking again. Well – there will be no need
for confirmation of this because I am sure that most
of you are already aware of what you have been
receiving in this session. You will have already been
sensing it and experiencing it, particularly the
appearance of other Beings coming to you,
presenting themselves to you.
I am aware in this moment of this very great matrix
of energy that we all are within, especially as it is
relative to this planet and this current lifetime of you
and I am also aware that it incorporates other life
experiences and opportunities. It must be
necessary for us to be aware of this for me to
present it to you.
It is time now to move away from the Station and
merge again with all aspects of your physicality.
You may be feeling yourself enlivening and uplifting
your physicality. It is such a lovely feeling and it is
wonderful to explore these concepts that are
presented as to the influence that you have and the
greatness that you are held within, in Creation.
I am closing the Omega Portal on this transmission
now and I want you to make sure that you are fully
aware and grounded in the present.
Thank you again for being with me on this journey
and I thank Orem and all of the other Beings who
were present in this session

Orem out “

Lani
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